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Abstract

We present a DSGE model where firms optimally choose among alternative instruments

of external finance. The model is used to explain the evolving composition of corporate

debt during the financial crisis of 2007-09, namely the observed shift from bank finance

to bond finance despite the increasing cost of debt securities relative to bank loans. We

show that substitutability among instruments of external finance is important to shield the

economy from the adverse effects of a financial crisis on investment and output.
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1 Introduction

During the financial crisis of 2007-09, European banks experienced major diffi culties to finance

themselves in money markets. Starting in August 2007, concerns about their exposure to the

US sub-prime market enhanced the perception of counterparty risk in the interbank market

and triggered a drying-up of liquidity. Banks refrained from lending to each other and began

to hoard liquidity. Their funding diffi culties were soon passed on to the corporate sector.

Euro area non-financial corporations - traditionally heavily dependent on bank-finance - faced

progressively tightening lending standards.

Early in 2008, non-financial corporations started shifting the composition of their debt from

bank loans towards debt securities (figure 1). At the same time, the cost of market debt raised

above the cost of bank loans, where it remained throughout the crisis (figure 2). Despite the

increase in the cost of external finance, aggregate debt to equity kept rising and only stabilized

in 2009, while the default rate of non-financial corporations increased sharply. The turmoil on

financial markets implied an aggregate drop in investment and output that was unprecedented

since the introduction of the euro.

In this paper, we propose a model that can account for some facts on corporate debt

observed during the crisis and use it to evaluate the role played by the composition of debt

in determining the response of investment and output to financial shocks. In particular, we

investigate the endogenously evolving debt structure, and the possibilities for companies to

switch between bank financing and bond financing. We argue that it is important to account

for this margin of adjustment when analyzing the effects of financial shocks on aggregate

economic activity.

The framework we consider is a stochastic dynamic general equilibrium model where lenders

and borrowers face agency costs, and where heterogeneous firms can choose among alternative

instruments of external finance. In De Fiore and Uhlig (2011), we used a similar model and

focussed on the steady state analysis, while the emphasis here is on the dynamics and on the

propagation of specific shocks, possibly accounting for the financial crisis. To do so, we enrich

the model, allowing for nominal contracts and using a quarterly calibration.

The model generates an endogenous corporate debt structure as a result of two key fea-

tures. The first is the existence of two types of financial intermediaries, where banks (which
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intermediate loan finance) are willing to spend resources to acquire information about an un-

observed productivity factor, while "capital mutual funds" (which intermediate bond finance)

are not. Because information acquisition is costly, bond issuance is a cheaper - although riskier

- instrument of external finance.

We view banks as financial intermediaries that build a closer relationship with entrepre-

neurs than dispersed investors. They assess and monitor information about firms’uncertain

productive prospects and are ready to adapt the terms of the loans accordingly. Our modelling

of banks builds on theories of financial intermediation that stress the higher flexibility provided

by banks relative to the market (Chemmanur and Fulghieri (1994) and Boot, Greenbaum and

Thakor (1993)). It is also consistent with the recent role taken by banks as originators of

asset-backed securities, which requires screening of applicants’projects.

Entrepreneurs (or firms) in our model choose between obtaining bond finance, bank finance

or abstaining from production, based on information available at that time. When they choose

bank finance, a further, but costly investigation of the proposed production reveals additional

information, and provides the entrepreneur with the option of not proceeding with the loan, if

the expected gains then turn out to be lower than those from abstaining from production and

saving the available net worth.

In equilibrium, firms experiencing high risk of default choose to abstain from production and

not to raise external finance. This choice enables them to retain their net worth, which would

otherwise get sized by financial intermediaries in case of bankruptcy. Firms with relatively low

risk of default choose to issue bonds because this is the cheapest form of external finance. Firms

with intermediate risk of default decide to approach banks, as they highly value the option of

getting further information before deciding whether or not to produce. The model delivers a

distribution of firms among financing choices (whether or not to raise external finance) and

among debt instruments (bank loans or debt securities) that reacts to aggregate conditions

and evolves endogenously over the cycle.

We investigate the dynamic shift of these boundaries in response to three key financial

shocks: an increase in the “iceberg”cost of obtaining bank financing (or a deterioration in bank

effi ciency), and two shocks to the uncertainty faced by firms concerning their own productivity

and risk of default. The first uncertainty shock affects bank-financed firms only and aims at

capturing, for instance, the diffi culties faced by the U.S. sub-prime market at the beginning of

the crisis. The second shock equally affects all debt-financed firms and captures the increase
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in stock market volatility observed at the end of 2008 and beginning of 2009, as stressed by

Bloom (2009) or Christiano, Motto and Rostagno (2010).

We obtain three sets of results.

First, we show that the model can qualitatively replicate the observed changes both in

the composition of corporate debt and in the cost of debt finance relative to bank finance, in

response to a shock that increases information acquisition costs and reduces the effi ciency of

banks as financial intermediaries. This shock induces a fall in the ratio of bank loans to debt

securities, as a larger share of firms with high ex-ante risk of default now finds the cost of

external finance too high, and choose to abstain from production. Similarly, a larger share of

firms experiencing intermediate realizations of the first productivity shock find the flexibility

provided by banks too costly, and decides to issue bonds instead.

The shift in the composition of debt in turn affects the cost of external finance. Bond

finance becomes more costly as the average risk of default for the new pool of market-financed

firms is higher. The cost of bank finance rises to a much lower extent, because the share of

firms with low risk of default that move from bank-finance to bond-finance is compensated

by the share of firms with high risk of default that move out of banking and decides not to

produce. Overall, bond yields increase above lending rates.

Our second result relates to the ability of the model to match quantitatively the responses

observed during the financial crisis. We show that a shock to bank information acquisition

costs can generate the observed fall in the ratio of bank loans to bonds, but the reactions of

the cost of these two instruments are tiny. Our model can generate effects broadly in line with

the data when all three shocks (to bank costs, to the uncertainty faced by bank-financed firms,

and to the uncertainty faced by all producing firms) are combined.

Our third finding is that firms’ability to shift among alternative instruments of external

finance has important implications for the effects of shocks on aggregate activity. We compare

the real effects of a shock to bank costs when the corporate debt structure is endogenous to

the effects obtained when it is kept unchanged. Consistent with recent empirical evidence

documented in Becker and Ivashina (2011), we find that the effects on the cost of external

finance, investment and output are amplified when the debt structure is exogenous relative to

the case when it reacts to aggregate conditions.

The paper relates to recent work by Adrian, Colla and Shin (2011). As we do, they

document and explain the fall in bank finance during the 2007-09 crisis, the compensating
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increase in bond finance, and the rising cost of market debt. Different from us, they do not

address the macroeconomic implications of substitution among debt instruments. In order to

account for the evidence, they present a model that builds around a procyclical behaviour

of leverage for commercial banks. In a recession, banks sharply contract lending through

deleveraging. Risk-averse bond investors need to increase their credit supply to fill the gap in

demand, and this requires spreads to rise. In their model, a contraction in economic activity

arises because of the rising premiums, rather than because of a contraction in total credit.

Our work is related to an older literature that models the endogenous choice between bank

finance and market finance. Holstrom and Tirole (1997) and Repullo and Suarez (1999) analyse

this choice for firms that are heterogeneous in the amount of available net worth. In those

models, moral hazard arises because firms can divert resources from the project to their private

use. In Holstrom and Tirole (1997), moral hazard applies to both firms and banks, while it

applies only to firms in Repullo and Suarez (1999). In both cases, it is assumed that monitoring

is more intense under bank finance. The papers find that, in equilibrium, firms with large net

worth choose to raise market finance, firms with intermediate levels of net worth prefer to raise

bank finance, and firms with little net worth do not obtain credit. One implication of their

model is that a contraction in net worth, as observed during the crisis, leads to a reduction

of bond finance, at odds with the evidence observed during the recent financial crisis. In our

model, firms financing choices depend on their risk of default. Hence, a fall in net worth needs

not produce a reduction in the share of bond-financed firms. A second main difference relative

to this literature is that we cast the analysis of corporate finance into a fully general equilibrium

model. This enables us to relate the equilibrium choice of the instrument of external finance

to the behaviour of real aggregate variables in the economy.

The paper proceeds as follows. Following a summary of the key facts about corporate

finance of the 2007-09 financial crisis in the EMU in section 2, we describe the model in section

3. In section 4, we present the analysis and describe the equilibrium of the model. We refer

to the appendix for a description of the methodology we use to log-linearize the equilibrium

conditions. An additional and interesting challenge arises because of the need to aggregate

across heterogeneous firms and because of the presence of endogenously changing regions of

integration. Section 5 provides our results. We first document the response of financial and

real variables under a temporary shock to bank information acquisition costs. Then, we doc-

ument the ability of the model to match the peak effects observed during the crisis. Finally,
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we evaluate the importance of considering firms’endogenous debt structure for assessing the

investment and output effects of shocks. In section 6, we conclude. In the appendix, we provide

details of the aggregation across firms; we define the financial variables used in the numerical

analysis; we collect the conditions that characterize a competitive equilibrium in the model; we

characterize the stochastic steady state and describe the numerical procedure used to compute

it; we illustrate how to obtain the coeffi cients of the log-linearized equilibrium conditions; and

we describe the data.

2 The key facts

We aim at explaining the observed shift in the composition of corporate debt and the evolution

of the cost of corporate bonds relative to bank loans.

Figure 1 plots the growth rates of GDP, of bank loans (all maturities, outstanding amounts)

extended by MFIs to the euro area non-financial corporations, and of debt securities (outstand-

ing amounts) issued by the same corporations. While the sharp reduction in GDP growth began

in 2007, the growth rate of loans remained initially high and only started to decline in 2008,

reaching negative levels in mid 2009. This contraction in bank loans was however partly com-

pensated by an increase in the growth rate of debt securities. The counteracting development

in these two instruments of external finance continued throughout and beyond the financial

crisis of 2007-09.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of a measure of the cost of market debt relative to a corre-

sponding measure of the cost of bank loans.1 The shift in the composition of corporate debt

occurred at the beginning of 2008, at the time when the cost of market debt financing increased

above the cost of new bank loans. The gap between the cost of these two instruments only

declined at the end of 2009.

Figure 3 shows that the substitution between bank finance and bond finance emerges as

a noticeable feature of the financial crisis also when looking at cumulated flows rather than

changes of outstanding amounts. However, it also shows that bank loans are the dominant

1The nominal cost of market-based debt is based on a Merrill Lynch index of the average yield of corporate

bonds issued by euro area NFCs with investment grade ratings and a euro-currency high-yield index. Average

maturity of the bonds is five years. The measure of MFI lending rates is based on new business loans to NFCs

with maturities above 1 and up to 5 years, and amounts larger than 1 million EUR. See appendix F for a

detailed description of the data.
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source of debt finance for euro area corporations, and that the increase in bond issuance during

the crisis was insuffi cient to compensate for the contraction in the extension of bank loans.

This qualification, however, does not seem to weaken the relevance of the substitutability

among debt instruments. Figure 4 shows that, despite the market of debt securities being

much thinner in the euro area than in the US, during the crisis substitution was suffi cient to

prevent a decline in corporate debt to GDP in the euro area, in a similar way as in the U.S..2

We regard the following three facts as key corporate finance features of the 2007-09 financial

crisis for the euro area (EA). We compute "peak effects" observed during the crisis, which we

define as the maximum percentage deviation of each series over the period 2007-2009 relative

to the post-EMU average (over the period 1999-2011). The data are described in detail in

appendix F.

1. The ratio of bank loans to debt securities (in outstanding amounts) fell by 4.6 percent.

2. The nominal cost of market debt approximately doubled. The spread between the cost

of market debt and a german government bond yield with similar maturity rose by 29

percent.

3. The cost of bank finance increased by 52 percent. The spread between this measure and

a german government bond yield with similar maturity remained broadly constant.

The financial crisis was also characterised by a sharp increase in corporate default (the

one-year cumulative default rate for all nonfinancial corporations doubled), an initial increase

in the ratio of corporate debt to GDP (which increased by 18 percent before stabilizing in

2009), and a dramatic fall in GDP (by 3.2. percent) and investment (by 6.4 percent).

3 The model

We extend the model presented in De Fiore and Uhlig (2011). There, we focussed on the

steady state properties, and used our results to shed light on the differences in the financial

structure between the US and the EMU. Here, our focus is on the dynamic impact of key

financial shocks to analyze the 2007-09 financial crisis. To do so, we need a somewhat richer

structure.
2 Indeed, during the period 2008-2009 the larger issuance of debt securities in the U.S. relative to the euro

area counteracted larger negative flows in bank loans.
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Before describing the details, it is useful to provide an overview of the model. Time

is discrete, counting to infinity. There are entrepreneurs, regular households, capital market

funds, banks and a central bank. Households enter the period, holding cash as well as securities,

and owning capital. They receive payments on their securities and may receive a cash injection

from the central bank. Then aggregate shocks are realized. Households deposit cash at banks,

buy shares of capital mutual funds and keep some cash for transactions purposes. They rent

capital to firms as well as supply labor, earning a wage. After receiving wages and capital

rental payments, they purchase consumption goods and investments, subject to a cash-in-

advance constraint. The deposits and capital market fund securities pay off at the end of the

period: the household receives these payments at the beginning of the next period.

Entrepreneurs enter the period, holding capital. The (end-of-period) market value of the

capital is their net worth. They can operate a production technology, employing capital

and labor, but to do so, they need to have cash at hand to pay workers and capital rental

rates up front. Entrepreneurs can borrow a fixed multiple of their net worth to do so. The

productivity of entrepreneurs is heterogeneous, and only part of that information is public

information ex ante. The final amount produced is observable to the entrepreneur, but not

completely observable to lenders, unless they undertake costly verification. The interest rate

at which entrepreneurs can borrow will therefore be endogenously determined, taking into

account repayment probabilities and verification costs.

Capital market funds provide break-even costly state verification lending contracts to entre-

preneurs based on the ex-ante publicly available productivity information. Banks are assumed

to have closer relationships with entrepreneurs. At an iceberg cost to net worth, they can

obtain some additional information about the productivity. Based on that additional infor-

mation, the banks offer break-even costly state verification contracts covering the remaining

uncertainty. Given the initial publicly available information, entrepreneurs choose whether to

approach capital market funds or banks for a loan, or abstain.3 If they approach a bank, they

can still abstain, after the banks have obtained the additional productivity information. If

an entrepreneur obtained a loan, he proceeds to produce, learns the remaining uncertainty re-

garding his project, and then either repays the loan or defaults. In case of a default, there will

3This feature of the model is supported by recent evidence by Colla, Ippolito and Li (2012). Using a panel

data set involving 3,296 U.S. firms for the period 2002-2009, they show that around 85 percent of listed firms

in the U.S. make use of only one type of debt.
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be costly monitoring. The entrepreneur then splits end-of-period resources into consumption

and capital held to the next period, as net worth.

3.1 Households

At the beginning of period t, aggregate shocks are realized and financial markets open. We use

Pt to denote the nominal price level in period t. Households receive the nominal payoffs on

assets acquired at time t− 1 and the monetary transfer Ptθt distributed by the central bank,

where θt denotes the real value of the transfer. These payments plus their cash balances M̃t−1

carried over from the previous period are their nominal wealth. The households choose to

allocate their nominal wealth among four types of nominal assets, namely cash for transactions

Mt, nominal state-contingent bonds Bt+1 paying a unit of currency in a particular state in

period t+ 1, one-period deposits at banks DB
t and one-period deposits at capital mutual funds

DC
t . The deposits earn a nominal uncontingent return. In order for the households to be

indifferent between these two deposits, the returns must be the same, a condition that we

henceforth impose. Write Dt = DB
t + DC

t for total deposits, and R
d
t for the gross return to

be earned per unit of deposit between period t and t + 1. We can then write the budget

constraint as

Mt +Dt + Et [Qt,t+1Bt+1] ≤Wt, (1)

where nominal wealth at the beginning of period t is given by

Wt = Bt +Rdt−1Dt−1 + Ptθt + M̃t−1. (2)

Households own capital kt, which they rent to entrepreneurs at a real rental rate rt. They also

supply labor ht (“hours worked”) to entrepreneurs for a real wage wt. After receiving rental

payments and wage payments in cash, the goods market open, where the household purchases

consumption goods ct and new capital, using total available cash and the cash value of their

existing capital, but not more. They thus face a cash-in-advance constraint, given by

M̃t ≡Mt − Pt [ct + kt+1 − (1− δ) kt] + Pt (wtht + rtkt) ≥ 0. (3)

The household’s problem is to maximize utility, given by

U = Eo

{ ∞∑
0

βt [u (ct)− v (ht)]

}
, (4)

subject to the constraints (1,2,3), where β is the households’discount rate and u (·) and v (·)

are felicity functions in consumption and hours worked.
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3.2 Entrepreneurs, banks and capital market funds

There is a continuum i ∈ [0, 1] of entrepreneurs. They enter the period with capital zit,

which will earn a rental rate rt and depreciate at rate δ. Entrepreneurs can post this capital

as collateral, and therefore have net worth nit given by the market value of zit,

nit = (1− δ + rt) zit. (5)

Each entrepreneur i operates a CRS technology described by

yit = ε1,itε2,itε3,itH
α
itK

1−α
it , (6)

where Kit and Hit denote the capital and labor hired by the entrepreneur .

The shocks ε1,it, ε2,it and ε3,it are random, strictly positive and mutually independent

entrepreneur-specific disturbances with aggregate distribution functions denoted by Φ1,Φ2

and Φ3, respectively. While we need to assume this for ε2,it and ε3,it, and wish to assume

this for ε1,it for simplicity, we can more generally allow serial correlation in ε1,it. In that case,

the distribution Φ1 will depend on ε1,it−1, with little influence on the subsequent analysis, but

perhaps with more palatable implications concerning the time series behavior of individual

entrepreneurs4.

The shocks are realized sequentially during the period, creating three stages of decision.

In the first stage, ε1,it is publicly observed and realized at the time when the aggregate shocks

occur, before the entrepreneur takes financial and production decisions. Conditional on its

realization, the entrepreneur chooses between three alternatives. He can borrow fund from a

capital mutual fund (henceforth: CMF) and produce. He can approach a bank and possibly

receive bank loans to produce. He can abstain from production.

If the entrepreneur borrows funds from a CMF, he will obtain total funds in fixed proportion

to his net worth

xit = ξnit

and learns about ε2,it and ε3,it once production has taken place. In De Fiore and Uhlig (2011),

we discuss and defend in greater detail the assumption of a fixed proportion as well as ruling
4Under the assumption that ε1,it is iid, firms could experience high volatility in ex-ante productivity and

could frequently move from one instrument of external finance to the other. Assuming an AR1 process for ε1,it

generates persistance both in firms’productivity and in the choice of the instrument of external finance. This,

however, has no implications for the equilibrium allocations in the aggregate.
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out actuarily fair gambles. If the entrepreneur approaches a bank, the bank will investigate the

quality of the project of the entrepreneur further, revealing ε2,it as public information. This

investigation is costly to the entrepreur: his net worth shrinks from nit to

n̂it = (1− τ t)nit

Given the additional information as well as the new net worth, the entrepreneur then decides

whether to proceed with borrowing or with abstaining. If the entrepreneur borrows, he obtains

total funds

xit = ξn̂it

from the bank (or a competing bank, as they now all have access to the same information).

If the entrepreneur abstains either in the first or the second stage, the entrepeneur takes his

(remaining) net worth to the end of the period, and splits it into a part to be consumed and

into a part to be carried over as capital into the next period.

If the entrepreneur has obtained a loan, he proceeds with production, using the total funds

obtained in order pay the factors of production

xit = wtHit + rtKit. (7)

Upon producing, the entrepreneur then learns about the remaining pieces of uncertainty, i.e.

about ε2,it and ε3,it, in case the loan came from a CMF, or ε3,it, in case the loan came from a

bank. These outcomes are not observable to the lender, however, unless the lender monitors

the entrepreneur, destroying a fraction µ of the output in the process of doing so.

We assume that lending contracts are optimal and rely on revelation. As Townsend

(1979) has shown, as is now well known and as we discuss in De Fiore and Uhlig (2011), the

solution is a costly state verification contract, in which entrepreneurs promise to repay the loan

xit (ξ − 1) /ξ with a prior-information dependent interest rate. They default if and only if they

cannot repay the loan, in which case the lender monitors the project. If the entrepreneur did

not default, he will repay the loan, and split the reminder between current consumption and

capital to be held to the next period, as net worth.

Entrepreneurs have linear preferences over consumption with rate of time preference βe,

and they die with probability γ. We assume βe suffi ciently high so that the return on internal

funds is always higher than the preference discount, 1
βe −1. It is thus optimal for entrepreneurs

to postpone consumption until the time of death. When they die or default on the debt,
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entrepreneurs receive an arbitrarily small transfer from the government to restart productive

activity.

3.3 Monetary policy and equilibrium

Monetary policy occurs through central banks’liquidity injections, carried out with nominal

transfers Ptθt to households. The total amount of liquidity injections in the economy is

Ptθt = M s
t −M s

t−1, (8)

where M s
t denotes money supply. We assume that the latter grows at the exogenous rate ν,

M s
t = νM s

t−1.

An equilibrium is defined in the usual manner as sequences so that all markets clear and

so that all entrepreneurs, households and financial intermediaries take the optimal decisions,

given the prices they are facing.

4 Analysis

The analysis here builds on and extends the analysis in De Fiore and Uhlig (2011).

4.1 Households

Define real balances as mt ≡ Mt/Pt and the inflation rate as πt ≡ Pt/Pt−1. The safe nominal

rate satisfies Rt = (Et[Qt,t+1])
−1 . A comparison with the equation for the interest rate on

deposits shows that Rt = Rdt . Since we concentrate on equilibria with Rt > 1, we obtain the

usual first-order conditions of the household,

v′ (ht)

u′ (ct)
= wt

u′ (ct) = βRtEt

[
u′ (ct+1)

πt+1

]
u′ (ct) = βEt

[
(1− δ + rt+1)u

′ (ct+1)
]
.

4.2 Entrepreneurs: production

We solve the decision problem of the entrepreneur “backwards”, starting from the last stage:

production. If the entrepreneur obtained a loan and commences production, he maximizes
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expected profits

εeitH
α
itK

1−α
it − wtHit − rtKit

subject to the financing constraint (7), where

εeit ≡

 ε1,it = E [ε1,itε2,itε3,it|ε1,it] if CMF finance

ε1,itε2,it = E [ε1,itε2,itε3,it|ε1,it, ε2,it] if bank finance
(9)

is the expected part of the entrepreneur-idiosynchratic productivity piece by the time the loan

is obtained. A straightforward calculation shows that

Kit = (1− α)
xit
rt

Hit = α
xit
wt

Expected output at the time of loan contracting is given by

yeit ≡ εeitqtxt (10)

where

qt ≡
(
α

wt

)α(1− α
rt

)1−α
. (11)

can be understood as the aggregate entrepreneurial markup over input costs or as the aggregate

finance wedge, while actual output is given by

yit ≡ ωityeit (12)

where

ωit ≡

 ε2,itε3,it if CMF finance

ε3,it if bank finance
(13)

is the remaining uncertain part of entrepreneur-specific productivity.

4.3 Entrepreneurs: financial intermediaries and lending decisions

The optimal contract sets a threshold ωit corresponding to a fixed repayment of Ptεeitωitqtxit

units of currency. If the entrepreneur announces a realization of the uncertain productivity

factor ωit ≥ ωit, no monitoring occurs. If ωit < ωit, the intermediary monitors the entre-

preneur, at the cost of destroying a proportion 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1 of the firm output. Let Φ and

ϕ be respectively the distribution and density function of ωit, implied by our distributional

assumptions for ε2,it and ε3,it as well as the lending decision of the entrepreneur. The residual
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uncertain factor ω = ωit of production in (12) needs to be split across the entrepreneur, the

lender and the monitoring costs. Given the treshold ω = ωit , define

f (ω) =

∫ ∞
ω

(ω − ω)ϕ (ω) dω (14)

as the expected share of final output acruing to the entrepreneur and

g(ω;µ) =

∫ ω

0
(1− µ)ωϕ (ω) dω + ω [1− Φ (ω)] (15)

as the expected share of final output accruing to the lender, with ωΦ (ω;σ) the share of final

output lost due to monitoring. In De Fiore and Uhlig (2011), we provide the details for this

contracting problem. Competition between banks results in the break-even condition

g(ωit;µt) =
Rt
εeitqt

(
1− 1

ξ

)
. (16)

where the standard deviation of ωit is σit and

σit ≡

 σ3t if bank finance√
σ22t + σ23t if CMF finance

. (17)

This is because the distribution of ω is either the distribution of ε3,it for bank finance or of

ε2,it ε3,it for capital mutual fund finance. We denote ωit as the minimal among all solutions to

this equations and write it as

ωit ≡

 ωc(ε1,itε2,it; qt, Rt) if CMF finance

ωb(ε1,it; qt, Rt) if bank finance
(18)

It is easy to see that ωit is increasing in Rt and decreasing in εeit and qt.

If the entrepreneur has approached a bank for a loan, he has learned the second-phase

value ε2,it and needs to decide whether to proceed with a loan or abstaining, by comparing his

expected share of output when proceeding with a loan to the opportunity cost of holding the

remaining net worth to the end of the period. The former is given by F d(ε1,it, ε2,it; qt, Rt)n̂it,

where

F d(ε1, ε2; q,R) = ε1ε2qf(ωb(ε1ε2; q,R))ξ (19)

The entrepreneur will therefore proceed with the loan, if that second-phase value ε2,it exceeds

a threshold ε2,it ≥ εdit = εd(ε1,it; qt, Rt), which satisfies

1 = F d(ε1,it, ε
d
it; qt, Rt). (20)
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In stage I and in light of ε1,it as well as aggregate information, the entrepreneur chooses

whether or not to obtain a loan, and if so, whether to obtain it from a bank or from a

capital market fund. The expected payoff for an entrepreneur, who proceeds with bank finance

conditional on the realization of ε1,it, is F b(ε1,it; qt, Rt, τ t)nit, where

F b(ε1; q,R, τ) ≡ (1− τ)

(∫
εd(ε1;q,R)

F d(ε1, ε2; q,R)Φ2(dε2) + Φ2(εd(ε1; q,R))

)
(21)

is the expected entrepreneurial payoff for each unit of net worth from either proceeding with

a bank loan or abstaining, after learning ε2. The expected payoff for an entrepreneur, who

proceeds with CMF finance conditional on the realization of ε1,it, is F c(ε1,it; qt, Rt)nit, where

F c(ε1; q,R) ≡ ε1qf(ωc(ε1; q,R))ξ. (22)

Finally, the expected payoff for an entrepreneur, who abstains from production, is nit. Knowing

ε1,it, each entrepreneur chooses his or her best option, leading to the overall payoffF (ε1,it; qt, Rt, τ t)nit,

where

F (ε1; q,R, τ) ≡ max{1;F b(ε1; q,R, τ);F c(ε1; q,R)}. (23)

We assume that (A1) ∂F
b(·)

∂ε1
≥ 0 and (A2) ∂F

b(·)
∂ε1

< ∂F c(·)
∂ε1

, for all ε1. Under (A1), a threshold

for ε1, below which the entrepreneur decides not to raise external finance, exists and is unique.

We denote it as εbt. It is implicitly defined by the condition

F b(εbt; qt, Rt, τ t) = 1. (24)

The unique cutoff point is a function of aggregate variables only, εbt = εb(qt, Rt, τ t), and hence

is identical for all firms. Under A1) and A2), a threshold for ε1,it above which entrepreneurs

sign a contract with the CMF, also exists and is unique. We denote it as εct. It is implicitly

defined by the condition

F b(εct; qt, Rt, τ t) = F c(εct; qt, Rt) (25)

and it is thus identical across firms, εct = εc(qt, Rt, τ t).

Conditional on qt, Rt, τ t, entrepreneurs split into three sets that are intervals in terms of

the first idiosyncratic productivity shock ε1,it. The firm’s decision on whether to produce with

a dummy variable Θit:

Θit =

 1 if ε1,it > εct or if εbt ≤ ε1,it ≤ εct and ε2,it > εdit

0 else
.
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The functions sa (·) , sb (·) , sc (·) and sbp (·)measure respectively the shares of firms that abstain

from producing, approach a bank, raise CMF finance, and produce conditional on having

approached a bank,

sa(q,R, τ) = Φ1

(
εb (q,R, τ)

)
(26)

sb(q,R, τ) = Φ1 (εc(q,R, τ))− Φ1

(
εb (q,R, τ)

)
(27)

sc(q,R, τ) = 1− Φ1 (εc(q,R, τ)) (28)

sbp(q,R, τ) =

∫ εc(q,R,τ)

εb(q,R,τ)

∫
εd(ε1;q,R)

Φ2(dε2)Φ1(dε1). (29)

Because the return on internal funds is always higher than the rate of time preference, entre-

preneurs accumulate wealth and only consume before dying. It follows that in the aggregate,

entrepreneurs consume each period a fraction γ of their accumulated wealth. Entrepreneurial

consumption and accumulation of capital are then given by

et = (1− γ)ψf (qt, Rt, τ t)nt, (30)

zt+1 = γψf (qt, Rt, τ t)nt, (31)

where ψf (qt, Rt, τ t)nt are aggregate profits of the entrepreneurial sector, and ψf (qt, Rt, τ t) is

defined in appendix A.

For comparison to the data, the following calculations are useful. The loan rate Rlit, defined

as the nominal interest rate that is charged for the use of external finance, is implicitly given

by the condition

Rlit = εeitqtωit
ξ

ξ − 1
. (32)

It follows that the spread between the lending rate and the risk free rate for a firm i, is given

by

rpit =
Rlit
Rt
− 1. (33)

4.4 Aggregation and market clearing

Aggregate demand for funds, xt, output yt, and output lost to agency costs yat are given by:

xt =
[
(1− τ t)sbp (qt, Rt, τ t) + sc (qt, Rt, τ t)

]
ξnt (34)

yt = ψy (qt, Rt, τ t) ξqtnt (35)

yat =
[
τ ts

b (qt, Rt, τ t) + ψm (qt, Rt, τ t)µξqt

]
nt (36)
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where the functions sb (·) , sc (·) and sbp (·) are given by (27)-(29). The function ψy (·) ag-

gregates the realized productivity factors across all producing firms. The terms τ tsb (·) and

ψm (·)µξqt measure the loss of resources due respectively to bank information acquisition and

to monitoring costs, per unit of net worth. All these functions are defined in Appendix A.

Aggregate factor demands are given by

wtHt = αxt (37)

rtKt = (1− α)xt. (38)

Market clearing for money, assets, labor and capital requires that M s
t = Mt + Dt, Bt = 0,

Kt = kt + zt and Ht = lt, respectively. Market clearing conditions for loans and output are,

respectively,

Dt = Pt

[
(1− τ t)sbp (qt, Rt, τ t) + sc (qt, Rt, τ t)

]
(ξ − 1)nt, (39)

yat = yt − ct − et −Kt+1 + (1− δ)Kt. (40)

In appendix B, we provide analytical expressions for the aggregate financial variables that

we use in our numerical analysis, namely the ratio of bank finance to bond finance, ϑt, the

average spread for bank-financed firms, rpbt , and for CMF-financed firms, rp
c
t , the aggregate

debt to equity ratio, χt, the default rate on corporate bonds, %
c
t , the average default across

firms, %t, and the net expected return to entrepreneurial capital, r
z
t . We collect the equations

that characterize a competitive equilibrium in appendix C. In appendix D, we characterize the

steady state and describe the procedure we use to compute it. In appendix E, we show how

to log-linearize the equilibrium conditions around a stochastic steady state. This latter is a

steady state where firms are hit by idiosyncratic shocks but aggregate shocks are set to their

long-run values. A particular challenge arises from the heterogeneity of firms, and the need

to log-linearize with respect to the boundaries of integrals, that is, by the need to aggregate

across firms and by the presence of endogenously evolving regions of integration.

5 Results

We seek to investigate the ability of the model to qualitatively and quantitatively replicate

the key facts observed during the crisis on corporate debt. We then use the model to evaluate

the importance of firms’ability to shift among alternative instruments of external finance for
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aggregate activity. The model is calibrated in line with the long-run evidence for the euro

area documented in De Fiore and Uhlig (2011). The dynamics of the system is solved, using

log-linearization and Uhlig (1999)’s toolkit.

5.1 Calibration

We assume the functional form u (ct) − v (ht) = log (ct) − ηht for some parameter η. We

calibrate the model quarterly in order to match in steady state the financial facts documented

for the euro area in De Fiore and Uhlig (2011). Since the model here is quarterly, while the

model there is annual, we use slightly different parameters. To that end, we briefly review

our procedure for calibration. We set β = .99 and the inflation rate to 0.5 percent per

quarter, corresponding to the annual average over the period 1999-2007 in the euro area. The

corresponding nominal risk-free rate is R = 1.015. The depreciation rate is set at δ = .02

and the discount factor at β = .99, implying a rental rate for capital of 3 percent. We choose

α = .64 in the production function and a coeffi cient in preferences η so that labor equal .3 in

steady state. We set µ = .15, a value commonly assumed in related literature.

The iid productivity shocks v = ε1, ε2, ε3 are lognormally distributed. log(v) is normally

distributed with mean −σ2v/2 and variance σ2v, so that E (v) = 1.

We set the remaining six parameters, ξ, τ , γ, σε1 , σε2 and σε3 to values that jointly minimize

the squared log-deviation of the model-based predictions from their empirical counterparts for

the following six financial facts : i) the ratio of aggregate bank loans to debt securities for

non-financial corporations, ϑ, is 5.48; ii) the ratio of aggregate debt to equity, χ, is .64; iii) the

average spread on debt securities, rpc, is 143 bps; iv) the average spread on bank loans, rpb, is

119 bps; v) the average default rate on debt securities, %c, is 4.96 percent; vi) and the expected

return to entrepreneurial capital, rzt , is 9.3 percent.
5 The parameter values selected from our

calibration procedure are τ = .017, γ = .977, ξ = 2.28, σε1 = .007, σε2 = .03, σε3 = .237.

The stochastic processes for τ t is assumed to have a persistence parameter of 0.9. The stan-

dard deviation ia calibrated as to replicate, respectively, the maximum percentage deviation

observed during the 2007-2009 crisis of the ratio of bank loans to debt securities.

5These are annual averages observed over the period 1999-2007. See De Fiore and Uhlig (2011) for a

description of the data.
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5.2 Steady state

In order to understand the response of the composition of corporate debt to a shock to bank

fees, it is useful to consider how a permanent reduction in τ affects firms’financing choices

and spreads in the steady state of our economy.

In the model, an increase in bank fees τ induces a change in the expected profit function

F b(ε1,it; qt, Rt, τ t). The higher the τ , the lower the advantage of approaching a bank and

obtaining additional information on ε2,it, before deciding whether or not to produce and raise

external finance. From equations (24) and (25), it follows that an increase in τ shifts the

thresholds εbt and εct, thus modifying the share of firms approaching banks and the share

of firms raising external finance from CMFs. On the contrary, equation (20) shows that the

level of τ does not affect firms’choice of proceeding with production, conditional on having

approached a bank. The share of bank-financed firms that decide to drop out after observing

the shock ε2,it remains unaffected.

Figure 5 plots the effect of a 40 percent permanent increase in τ on the share of firms

choosing to abstain, to approach a bank and wait, and to raise CMF finance and produce.

The black solid line shows the density function ϕ (ε1). The red and purple dashed lines

show respectively the threshold for bank-finance, εbt, and the threshold for CMF finance, εct,

when τ equals its benchmark value of .016. The green and pink dashed-dotted lines show the

same thresholds when τ is increased to .023.

At τ = .016, firms experiencing a value of ε1 at the left of the red dashed line find it optimal

to abstain from production and to retain their net worth nit. Their risk of default at the end

of the period in case of production is too high. Firms experiencing a value of ε1 between εbt

and εct rather find it optimal to raise external finance from banks. Their risk of default is

suffi ciently high that the "wait and see" option provided by banks compensate the extra-fee

being charged. Only firms at the right of εct are suffi ciently safe to choose CMF finance.

Under the larger fee, τ = .023, the thresholds εbt and εct shift inwards. Firms facing a

realization of ε1 between the red dashed and the green dash-dotted lines now find the flexibility

of banks too costly relative to the benefit. At the prevailing price of bank finance, their risk of

default is suffi ciently high to make it optimal for them to abstain from production. Similarly,
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the share of firms that experience a shock between the purple dashed line and the pink dashed-

dotted line now find it optimal to shift from bank finance to bond finance. The higher τ induces

them to face the higher risk of default associated with CMF finance.

Because the average creditworthiness (as measured by the realization of the first shock,

ε1,it) of CMF-financed firms falls, the average spread on bonds rises. The average spread on

bank finance increases but not as much. The reduction in average creditworthiness due to

some firms with high ε1,it moving to CMF-finance just more than compensate the improved

risk prospects due to firms with low ε1,it moving out of banking. Overall, the increase in the

average spread is larger for bonds than for loans.

5.3 The response to a decrease in bank effi ciency

In order to capture the evidence observed during the financial crisis, we need to account for

the observed fall in bank loans relative to debt securities and the simultaneous rise in the cost

of market finance relative to bank finance. We conjecture that the shift was induced by a

negative shock to bank profitability as well as a decrease in the effi ciency with which banks

evaluates projects, having perhaps lost some of their confidence in standard procedures used

up to that point. We explore this explanation through the lenses of our model.

We model this as a shock that increases bank information acquisition costs, τ t, thus reducing

the effi ciency of banks as financial intermediaries. The shock can be seen as capturing the

diffi culties in raising liquidity faced by euro area banks in 2007-2009.6 It is calibrated as to

generate a fall on impact of the ratio of loans to bonds of around 4.6 percent, in line with the

peak effect observed during the crisis.

Figure 6 shows that the response of the economy is qualitatively consistent with the evi-

dence. As the cost of information acquisition increases, firms move away from bank finance.

A larger share of firms facing low realizations of ε1 find the cost of external finance too high,

and choose to abstain from production. A larger share of firms experiencing high realizations

of ε1 find the flexibility provided by banks too costly, and decides to issue bonds instead. The

ratio of bank loans to corporate bonds falls.

6The shock is consistent with the sharp increase observed in the item "total operating expenses" and "fees

and commissions" (85 and 77 percent relative to the 2002-2010 averages, respectively) of pre-provisioning profits

of euro area monetary and financial institutions. See Financial Stability Review (2011).
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As in the data, the cost of bond finance rises to a greater extent than the cost of bank

finance. The spread on bond finance unambiguously increases because the pool of CMF-

financed firms now presents a higher average risk of default. The spread on loans increases

on impact to a much lower extent, because the share of firms with low risk of default that

move from bank-finance to CMF-finance is compensated by the share of firms with high risk

of default that move out of banking and decides not to produce.

The shock increases the aggregate default rate and the debt to equity ratio, as observed

during the crisis. More frequent bankruptcies result from the larger cost of external finance,

which increases due to higher banking fees and spreads. The aggregate debt to equity ratio

rises because the reduction in aggregate net worth, due to lower available net worth of bank-

financed firms, is larger than the reduction in aggregate debt due to the shrinking share of

producing firms.

The real effects of the shock to bank costs arise as a consequence of the reduction in the

fraction of producing firms. As more firms decide not to approach a financial intermediary

(the share of abstain increases) and a larger share of bank-financed firms decide to drop out

after obtaining information on the second productivity shock, the aggregate level of credit and

investment fall, together with output.

It is instructive to compare the quantitative strength of the responses. Under a shock to

information costs τ , which generates the observed fall in the ratio of bank loans to corporate

bonds the spreads on bonds and on loans, as well as all other variables, move very little. Our

model predicts that, when firms can freely adjust their debt structure, a shock that affects

bank effi ciency and shifts the composition of debt finance as observed during the crisis, does

not produce sizeable effects on aggregate activity.

5.4 The response to an increase in bank costs and uncertainty

To provide a fuller account for the key facts, we shall appeal to three shocks. Aside from the

shock to bank effi ciency, we add two shocks to the risk faced by firms. The first is an increase

in the uncertainty faced by bank-financed firms, i.e. an increase in the standard deviations

of ε2,t. The second is an increase in the uncertainty faced by all debt-financed firms, i.e. an

increase in the standard deviations of ε3,t.

For simplicity, we focus on a permanent change in the standard deviations, as it allows us

to calculate the response as the transition between steady states. We show here the effects
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of a combined permanent shock to τ , σε2 and σε3 . The experiment is conducted by assuming

that the economy starts from the calibrated steady state and converges to a new steady state

where the three parameters τ , σε2 and σε3 take up their higher "post-crisis" level.

Notice that, while an increase in τ reduces the desirability of bank finance for firms, an

increase in σε2 makes the disclosure of additional information provided as a service by banks

more valuable. When the uncertainty faced by bank-financed firms increases, a much larger

increase in bank cost is needed in order to induce the same fall in the ratio of loans to bonds.

Figure 7 shows the responses of the economy, computed in percentage deviations from the

old steady state. A combination of these three shocks generates responses that match the

behaviour of both the quantities of bonds and loans, and their relative cost. The increase in

σε3 raises default risk for all producing firms. The spread on bonds increases by approximately

30 percent, as in the data. A larger σε3 also increases the probability of extreme realizations

of the productivity shock ε3. This, together with the higher information acquisition cost, τ ,

induces some of the good firms to move from bank finance to bond finance. The shift occurs

despite the dramatic contemporaneous increase in uncertainty about the second shock, σε2 ,

which increases the desirability of bank finance, but is counteracted by the increase in the

information acquisition cost, τ . As a consequence, the share of CMF-financed firms (sh CMF)

increases. The share of firms that abstain conditional on observing ε1 (sh abstain) falls because

for them the high σε2 more than compensates the large bank costs. Firms with low ε1 prefer to

pay the information acquisition cost and obtain additional information about potentially very

high ε2. Conditional on observing that shock, a lower share of firms produce and raise bank

loans (sh bank/produce). The overall effect is that the spread on bank loans remains largely

constant, while the spread on bonds increase substantially, as observed during the crisis.

The high overall uncertainty explains the increase in default rates (by 7 percent). The

contraction of output and investment to GDP (which fall by 0.1 and 0.5 percent, respectively)

is due to two factors. On the one hand, the higher bank fee and uncertainty, combined with

the asymmetric information, implies a larger financial distortion, as reflected by the increase

in the markup q. On the other hand, the large increase in bank costs reduces the available

net worth, and the ability for firms to borrow and produce. Notice that, in contrast with the

evidence, the debt to equity ratio initially falls rather than to increase, mainly due to the large

fall in available net worth.
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The impulse responses shown in Figure 7 require large positive shocks to bank costs and

firms’idiosyncratic volatility: τ more than doubles, σ2 increases by 75 percent, and σ3 by 2.3

percent. These magnitudes are not inconsistent with empirical evidence.

As already mentioned, the component "total operating expenses" of the consolidated pre-

provisioning profits of the euro area monetary and financial institutions increased by 85 percent

during the financial crisis.7 These are expenses that arise during the ordinary course of running

business for banks and can be interpreted as a measure of τ in our model. They consist of

items such as salaries paid to employees, research and development costs, legal fees, accountant

fees, bank charges, offi ce supplies, electricity bills and business licenses.

Concerning the σ2 and σ3, Gilchrist et al (2010) provide estimates of firms’time-varying

idiosyncratic uncertainty based on daily firm-level data on stock returns for all U.S. nonfinancial

corporations with a minimun of 5 years of trade. After the Lehman collapse in 2008, this

idiosyncratic volatility measure increased by more than 300 percent.

5.5 Exogenous thresholds

Figures 6 and 7 show that large shocks have limited impact on aggregate variables, when firms

can optimally shift from bank loans to corporated bonds.

In this section, we evaluate the importance for the aggregate economy of firms’ability to

shift among alternative instruments of external finance. We do so by comparing the impulse

responses to a temporary τ shock when thresholds εbt, εct and εdit are endogenous to the case

when they are fixed at their steady state level.8

7The increase is computed as the "peak effects" reported in section 2. It is the difference between the max

value observed over the period 2007-2009 and the average of the longest available period after the start of EMU

(here 2002-2010).
8Fixing the thresholds to their steady state levels implies that some firms don’t choose the optimal financial

arrangement, although expected profits always remain positive. Fixing the thresholds also implies that, under

an adverse shock to τ , some firms who would otherwise not choose to produce are now forced to produce. Their

expected profits from production will be positive but will fall short of their available net worth. For these firms,

equation (18) of the contract will not be satisfied. Notice that, in our experiment, we do not fix the threshold ω

so the financial contract remains in general optimal. However, because these firms are forced to produce, they

are also forced to raise external finance and to sign a financial contract which would otherwise not be optimal.

Under fixed thresholds, market clearing for loans, equation (42), requires replacing the shares sbp (·) and sc (·)

with corresponding expressions, obtained by plugging the fixed thresholds in equations (33) and (34).
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Figure 8 compares the results to the benchmark case reported in figure 5. The shares of

firms that abstain, approach a bank, raise bank-finance and produce, and raise bond-finance

and produce, remain constant. Nonetheless, the ratio of total bank loans to corporate bonds

fall, because the available net worth for bank-financed firms is reduced, together with the

amount of finance these firms can raise from banks. For the same reason, the overall debt

to equity ratio falls. The reduction in available net worth and total credit is also responsible

for the fall in investment and output. Spreads on loans and on bonds rise because the overall

share of producing firms is larger than what would be optimal at this higher level of bank fees.

The average risk of producing firms increases together with the spreads.

Interestingly, the effects of the shock on spreads, investment and output are amplified

relative to the case when the thresholds are endogenous (figure 8). The fall in output and in

investment to GDP is four and five times larger when firms are unable to substitute instruments

of external finance.

Our results are consistent with recent empirical evidence documented in Becker and Ivashina

(2011). Using firm-level data on US firms over the period 1990Q2:2010Q4, the authors show

that the effect of a reduction in loan supply on investment is positive and significant for firms

that raise debt finance and have access to both bond and loan markets. For firms that are

excluded from bond markets, the contractionary effect is even larger.

6 Conclusions

We propose a dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model that enables to assess the macro-

economic consequences of firms’financial choices and of the evolving composition of corporate

debt.

In a financial crisis scenario where bank effi ciency in financial intermediation deteriorates

and firms face higher idiosyncratic uncertainty, the model replicates the main facts about

corporate finance observed during the crisis, namely the shift in corporate debt from bank

finance to bond finance together with an increasing cost of debt securities relative to bank

loans.

The model points to an important role played by the composition of corporate debt in

determining the response of real activity during the crisis. When firms have no access to the

bond market, the negative effects on investment and output of a shock that reduces bank
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profitability are amplified. These findings suggest that abstracting from an endogenous cor-

porate debt structure - as generally done in models that assess the impact of financial market

imperfections - may overstate the negative consequences of adverse shocks on real activity.

These results also suggest that the post-crisis policy debate in Europe needs to be broadened

beyond banks and financial intermediaries, and needs to include considerations of shifts in firm

financing from banks to capital markets. Notwithstanding the central role of banks for ensuring

financial stability, policy measures aimed at achieving easier substitutability of bank loans for

other instruments of external finance may be equally important, as they reduce the adverse

consequences on economic activity of periods of financial distress.

This paper has focused on the euro area as a whole. Nonetheless, there is substantial

heterogeneity among euro area countries in the size of capital markets and in firms’flexibility

in shifting between different sources of external finance. Future research will explore the role

of such heterogeneity in contributing to cross-country output differentials.
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Figure 1: Corporate debt and GDP in the euro area
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Figure 2: Cost of bank finance vs market finance in the euro area
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Figure 6: Impulse responses to an increase in bank costs, τ .
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Figure 7: Impulse responses to a permanent combined shock to: bank costs (τ), the risk faced by

bank-financed firms (σε2), and the risk faced by all debt-financed firms (σε3).
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Figure 8: Impulse responses to an increase in bank fees, τ , under exogenous thresholds.
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APPENDIX

A Aggregating across firms

Aggregate profits of the entrepreneurial sector are given by ψf (qt, Rt, τ t)nt, where

ψf (qt, Rt, τ t) ≡
∫
F (ε1; qt, Rt, τ t)Φ1(dε1),

or, equivalently, by

ψf (qt, Rt, τ t) = sa (qt, Rt, τ t) +

∫ εc(qt,Rt,τ t)

εb(qt,Rt,τ t)
F b(ε1; qt, Rt, τ t)Φ1(dε1)

+

∫
εc(qt,Rt,τ t)

F c (ε1; qt, Rt) Φ1(dε1).

Entrepreneurial consumption and accumulation of capital can then be written as equations

(30) and (31) in the text.

Define

ψy (qt, Rt, τ t) = (1− τ t)
∫ εc(qt,Rt,τ t)

εb(qt,Rt,τ t)
ε1

∫
εd(ε1;qt,Rt)

ε2Φ2(dε2)Φ1(dε1) +

∫
εc(qt,Rt,τt)

ε1Φ1(dε1)

(41)

and

ψm (qt, Rt, τ t) = (1− τ t)ψmb (qt, Rt, τ t) + ψmc (qt, Rt, τ t) ,

where

ψmb (qt, Rt, τ t) =

∫ εc(qt,Rt,τ t)

εb(qt,Rt,τ t)

∫
εd(ε1;qt,Rt)

Φ3

(
ωb(ε1ε2; qt, Rt)

)
Φ2(dε2)Φ1(dε1),

ψmc (qt, Rt, τ t) =

∫
εc(qt,Rt,τ t)

Φ2∗3 (ωc(ε1; qt, Rt)) Φ1(dε1),

and Φ2∗3 is the distribution function for the product ωc = ε2ε3. Then, total output, yt, and

total output lost to monitoring costs, yat , are given by equations (35) to (36) in the text.

B Financial variables

We provide analytical expressions for financial variables used in the numerical analysis.

The ratio of bank finance to bond finance, ϑt, is defined as the ratio of the funds raised by

bank-financed firms to the funds raised by CMF-financed firms, and is given by

ϑt =
(1− τ t) sbp(qt, Rt, τ t)

sc(qt, Rt, τ t)
. (42)
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Recall that the spread for a firm i, which has chosen to use instrument j, is given by (33).

Let ψrb (qt, Rt, τ t) and ψrc (qt, Rt, τ t) be

ψrb (qt, Rt, τ t) =

∫ εc(qt,Rt,τ t)

εb(qt,Rt,τ t)

∫
εd(ε1;qt,Rt)


(

ξ
ξ−1

)
qtε1ε2ω

b(ε1ε2; qt, Rt)

Rt
− 1

Φ2(dε2)Φ1(dε1),

ψrc (qt, Rt, τ t) ≡
∫
εc(qt,Rt,τ t)


(

ξ
ξ−1

)
qtε1ω

c(ε1; qt, Rt)

Rt
− 1

Φ1(dε1).

The average spreads for bank-financed firms, rpbt , and for CMF-financed firms, rp
c
t , are then

given by

rpbt ≡
ψrb (qt, Rt, τ t)

sbp(qt, Rt, τ t)
, (43)

rpct ≡
ψrc (qt, Rt, τ t)

sc(qt, Rt, τ t)
. (44)

Although the debt to equity ratio (leverage) is fixed at the firm level and given by ξ−1
ξ , the

aggregate debt to equity ratio for the corporate sector, χt, is endogenous and depends on the

share of firms that decide to produce. It is defined as the ratio of all debt instruments used by

producing firms to the aggregate net worth of all firms,

χt = (ξ − 1)
[
(1− τ t) sbp (qt, Rt, τ t) + sc (qt, Rt, τ t)

]
. (45)

The default rate on bonds, %ct , is given by the share of firms which borrow from CMFs but

cannot repay the debt,

%ct =
ψmc (qt, Rt, τ t)

sc (qt, Rt, τ t)
. (46)

The average default amounts to the share of firms which sign a contract with either a bank

or a CMF but cannot repay the debt,

%t =
ψmb (qt, Rt, τ t) + ψmc (qt, Rt, τ t)

sbp (qt, Rt, τ t) + sc (qt, Rt, τ t)
. (47)

Finally, we define the net expected return to entrepreneurial capital as

rzt = ψf (qt, Rt, τ t) (1− δ + rt)− 1 (48)

C Competitive equilibrium

For the convenience of further analysis, we collect the relevant equations here.
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1. (a) Households:

mt+1 + dt+1 =
Rt−1
πt

dt + θt (49)

0 = mt+1 + wtht + rtkt − ct − kt+1 + (1− δ)kt (50)

(b) Entrepreneurs:

nt = (1− δ + rt)zt (51)

(c) Monetary authority:

θt = (ν − 1)
ms
t−1
πt

(52)

ms
t = ν

ms
t−1
πt

(53)

(d) Market clearing:

yat = yt − ct − et − (kt+1 + zt+1) + (1− δ) (kt + zt) (54)

ms
t = mt + dt (55)

dt =
[
(1− τ t)sbp (qt, Rt, τ t) + sc (qt, Rt, τ t)

]
(ξ − 1)nt (56)

(e) Production and aggregation:

xt =
[
(1− τ t)sbp (qt, Rt, τ t) + sc (qt, Rt, τ t)

]
ξnt (57)

yt = ψy (qt, Rt, τ t) qtξnt (58)

yat =
[
τ ts

b (qt, Rt, τ t) + ψm (qt, Rt, τ t)µξqt

]
nt (59)

2. First-order conditions.

(a) Household:

η

uc (ct)
= wt (60)

uc (ct) = βRtEt

[
uc (ct+1)

πt+1

]
(61)

uc (ct) = βEt [(1− δ + rt+1)uc (ct+1)] . (62)
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(b) Entrepreneurs:

qt =

(
α

wt

)α(1− α
rt

)1−α
(63)

rt (kt + zt) = (1− α)xt (64)

wtht = αxt (65)

et = γψf (qt, Rt, τ t)nt (66)

zt+1 = κt (1− γ)ψf (qt, Rt, τ t)nt (67)

1 = F d(ε1t, ε
d
t ; qt, Rt) (68)

1 = F b(εbt ; qt, Rt, τ t) (69)

F b(εct; qt, Rt, τ t) = F c(εct ; qt, Rt) (70)

where the functions F b, F c and F d are defined in equations (21), (22) and (19).

Note that these definitions require knowledge of the function ω̄b(·) and ω̄c(·), which

are defined in equation (18) as solution to (16).

3. Financial structure:

ϑt =
(1− τ t) sbp (qt, Rt, τ t)

sc (qt, Rt, τ t)
, (71)

rpbt ≡
ψrb (qt, Rt, τ t)

sbp (qt, Rt, τ t)
(72)

rpct ≡
ψrc (qt, Rt, τ t)

sc (qt, Rt, τ t)
, (73)

χt = (ξ − 1)
[
(1− τ t) sbp (qt, Rt, τ t) + sc (qt, Rt, τ t)

]
, (74)

%ct =
ψmc (qt, Rt, τ t)

sc (qt, Rt, τ t)
, (75)

%t =
ψmb (qt, Rt, τ t) + ψmc (qt, Rt, τ t)

sbp (qt, Rt, τ t) + sc (qt, Rt, τ t)
. (76)

4. Exogenous variables:

(a) Information acquisition costs

log τ t − log τ = ρτ (log τ t−1 − log τ) + ετ ,t, ετ ,t ∼ N
(
0, σ2τ

)
,

(b) Net worth

logκt = ρκ logκt−1 + εκ,t, εκ,t ∼ N
(
0, σ2κ

)
,
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where we assume the shocks (τ t,κt) to be drawn at t and i.i.d. across time.

Given the exogenous variables τ t and κt, equations (49) to (76) need to be solved for the

variables characterizing the households choices, (mt, dt, ct, kt, ht), the entrepreneurs choices

(et, zt, nt, ε
b
t , ε

c
t , ε

d
t ), the choices of the monetary authority (θt,m

s
t ), aggregate quantities (yt, y

a
t , xt),

financial variables (ϑt, rp
b
t , rp

c
t , χt, %

c
t , %t), and prices and returns (πt, Rt, rt, qt, wt).

This is a system of 28 equations in 27 unknowns. Indeed, one equation is superfluous. By

Walras’law, fulfillment of the budget constraints of the entrepreneurs and market clearing on

all markets implies fulfillment of the budget constraints of the households as well.

D The stochastic steady state

We compute a steady state where we shut down the aggregate shocks, i.e. τ t = τ and κt = κ,

for all t. We denote steady state variables by dropping the time subscript.

We find it convenient to specify one of the endogenous variables, q, as exogenous and

to treat γ as endogenous.Under the assumed specification of the utility function, the unique

steady state can be obtained as follows. For each value of q, we can compute π, r, w,and c by

solving the equations

π = βR

r =
1

β
− 1 + δ

w =

(
1

q

) 1
α

α

(
1− α
r

) 1−α
α

c =

(
w

η

) 1
ζ

.

To compute the overall expected profits F (ε1; q,R, τ), given by the steady state version of

(23), we use the following procedure. First, under our distributional assumptions about the

productivity shocks ε1, ε2 and ε3, we know that

ϕ (ω) = ϕ (x)
1

ωσ

f(ω) = 1− Φ (x− σ)− ω [1− Φ (x)] ,

g(ω;µ) = (1− µ) Φ (x− σ) + ω [1− Φ (x)] .
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where ϕ and Φ denote the standard normal, x =
logω+σ2

2
σ and σ is given by (17). Second,

we solve numerically the condition εeqg(ω;µ)ξ = R (ξ − 1) to obtain the function ω(εe; q,R).

The function ωb(ε1ε2; q,R) for bank-financed firms is derived by using the variance σ2ε3 of

the log-normal distribution. The function ωc(ε1; q,R) for CMF-financed firms is derived

by using the variance σ2ε2 + σ2ε3 . The cutoff value ε
d for proceeding with the bank loan is

found by solving numerically the condition F d(ε1,εd; q,R) = 1. Using εd, it is then possible

to compute the expected utility per unit of net worth for the bank-financed entrepreneur,

F b(ε1; q,R, τ). The expected utility per unit of net worth for the CMF-financed entrepreneur

can be computed as F c(ε1; q,R) = ε1qf(ωc(ε1; q,R))ξ.With this, it is possible to calculate the

overall return F (ε1; q,R, τ) to entrepreneurial investment, the thresholds εb and εc, the shares

sbp (q,R, τ) , sc (q,R, τ) , and the ratios x
z ,

K
x and

l
x , as given by

x

z
=
[
(1− τ)sbp (q,R, τ) + sc (q,R, τ)

]
ξ (1− δ + r)

K

x
=

1− α
r

l

x
=
α

w
.

Notice that in steady state,

m =

(
R

π
− 1

)
d+ θ = c+ δk − (wh+ rk)

d =
[
(1− τ)sbp (q,R, τ) + sc (q,R, τ)

]
(ξ − 1) (1− δ + r)κz

θ = (ν − 1)
ms

π
=

(
π − 1

π

)
ms,

and

ms = m+ d = c− wh− (r − δ) k +
[
(1− τ)sbp (q,R, τ) + sc (q,R, τ)

]
(ξ − 1) (1− δ + r)κz.

Now write the budget constraint of the household as

c =

(
R

π
− 1

)
d+ θ + wh+ (r − δ) k

or as

c

z
= (R− 1)

[
(1− τ)sbp (q,R, τ) + sc (q,R, τ)

]
(ξ − 1) (1− δ + r)κ + w

l

z
+ (r − δ) k

z
.
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Using the solution obtained, calculate z as z = c/ cz and then compute the aggregate

variables n, x,K, l and k. Then, use

z = γψf (q,R, τ)n

to compute γ, the steady state version of equations (35) and (30) to compute y and e, and of

the resource constraint (40) to compute ya.

Finally, we use these results to compute the financial variables, given by (42)-(47), and the

net expected return to entrepreneurial capital, given by (48), in steady state.

E Log-linearization

The equilibrium can be obtained by solving the system of equilibrium conditions, log-linearized

around a stochastic steady state where π = 1 and the aggregate shocks are set to their steady

state values. The log-linearized equations are standard and are therefore omitted here.

The diffi culty arises in the computation of the coeffi cients multiplying the variables in the

log-linearized equations. We illustrate here how they can be obtained. A detailed appendix

with all the log-linearized equations and relative coeffi cients is available from the authors upon

request.

Consider the log-linearized condition corresponding to equation (35),

ŷt =

(
ψyqq

ψy
+ 1

)
q̂t +

ψyRR

ψy
R̂t +

ψyττ

ψy
τ̂ t + n̂t.

Define Ω (ε1; q,R, σ1, σ2, σ3) ≡ ε1ϕ1(ε1)
∫
εd(ε1;q,R,σ3)

ε2Φ2(dε2). From equation (41), evalu-

ated at the stochastic steady state, we obtain

ψyυ (q,R, τ) = (1− τ)

 ∂εc(·)
∂υ Ω (εc; q,R, σ1, σ2, σ3)− ∂εb(·)

∂υ Ω (εb; q,R, σ1, σ2, σ3)

−
∫ εc
εb

∂εd(·)
∂υ

∣∣∣
(ε1;q,R,σ3)

ε1εd (ε1; q,R, σ3)ϕ2(εd (ε1; q,R, σ3))Φ1(dε1)


−∂εc (q,R, τ)

∂υ
εcϕ1(εc),

for υ = q,R, and

ψyτ (q,R, τ) = −
∫ εc(q,R,τ)

εb(q,R,τ)

∫
εd(ε1;q,R)

ε1ε2Φ2(dε2)Φ1(dε1)−
∂εc (q,R, τ)

∂τ
εcϕ1(εc)

+ (1− τ)

[
∂εc (·)
∂τ

Ω (εc; q,R)− ∂εb (·)
∂τ

Ω (εb; q,R)

]
.
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To compute the value of ψyυ (q,R, τ) and ψyτ (q,R, τ), we now need to compute the deriva-

tives of the thresholds εb, εc, εd.

Consider first the threshold at stage II, εd (ε1; q,R) , which is implicitely defined by

F d(ε1, εd; q,R) = 1.

Using the implicit function theorem, we have that

∂εd (·)
∂ε1

∣∣∣∣
(ε1;q,R)

= −F
d
1 (ε1, εd; q,R)

F d2 (ε1, εd; q,R)
(77)

∂εd (·)
∂υ

∣∣∣∣
(ε1;q,R)

= −F
d
υ (ε1, εd; q,R)

F d2 (ε1, εd; q,R)
. (78)

Using equation (16), we obtain

F d1 (ε1, ε2; q,R) = ε2qξ

[
f(ωb (ε1, ε2; q,R)) + ε1f

′(ωb (ε1, ε2; q,R))
∂ωb (·)
∂ε1

∣∣∣∣
(ε1,ε2;q,R)

]

F d2 (ε1, ε2; q,R) = ε1qξ

[
f(ωb (ε1, ε2; q,R)) + ε2f

′(ωb (ε1, ε2; q,R))
∂ωb (·)
∂ε2

∣∣∣∣
(ε1,ε2;q,R)

]

F dq (ε1, ε2; q,R) = ε1ε2ξ

[
f(ωb (ε1, ε2; q,R)) + qf ′(ωb (ε1, ε2; q,R))

∂ωb (·)
∂q

∣∣∣∣
(ε1,ε2;q,R)

]

F dR(ε1, ε2; q,R) = ε1ε2qξf
′(ωb (ε1, ε2; q,R))

∂ωb (·)
∂R

∣∣∣∣
(ε1,ε2;q,R)

.

Computation of the derivatives of F d(·) requires computing also the derivatives ∂ωb

∂ε1
, ∂ω

b

∂ε2
,

and ∂ωb

∂υ , for υ = q,R. Define ω̃b (ε1, ε2; q,R) ≡ g(ωb(ε1,ε2;q,R))

g′(ωb(ε1,ε2;q,R))
. From condition (16), we get

∂ωb (·)
∂ε1

∣∣∣∣
(ε1,ε2;q,R)

= − ω̃
b (ε1, ε2; q,R)

ε1
(79)

∂ωb (·)
∂ε2

∣∣∣∣
(ε1,ε2;q,R)

= − ω̃
b (ε1, ε2; q,R)

ε2
(80)

∂ωb (·)
∂q

∣∣∣∣
(ε1,ε2;q,R)

= − ω̃
b (ε1, ε2; q,R)

q
(81)

∂ωb (·)
∂R

∣∣∣∣
(ε1,ε2;q,R)

=
ω̃b (ε1, ε2; q,R)

R
. (82)
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Define now Λb (ε1, εd; q,R) = 1− f ′(ωb(ε1,εd;q,R))
f(ωb(ε1,εd;q,R))

ω̃b (ε1, εd; q,R) . We can then write

F d1 (ε1, εd; q,R) =
F d(ε1, εd; q,R)

ε1
Λ (ε1, εd; q,R)

F d2 (ε1, εd; q,R) =
F d(ε1, εd; q,R)

εd
Λ (ε1, εd; q,R)

F dq (ε1, εd; q,R) =
F d(ε1, εd; q,R)

q
Λ (ε1, εd; q,R)

F dR(ε1, εd; q,R) =
F d(ε1, εd; q,R)

R
[1− Λ (ε1, εd; q,R)] .

and

∂εd (·)
∂ε1

∣∣∣∣
(ε1;q,R)

= −εd
ε1

(83)

∂εd (·)
∂q

∣∣∣∣
(ε1;q,R)

= −εd
q

(84)

∂εd (·)
∂R

∣∣∣∣
(ε1;q,R)

= −εd
R

[
1

Λ (ε1, εd; q,R)
− 1

]
(85)

We now need to obtain derivatives of the threshold εb (q,R, τ) . This latter is implicitely

defined by condition (24) evaluated at the steady state. Using the implicit function theorem,

we have that

∂εb (·)
∂υ

= −F
b
υ(εb; q,R, τ)

F b1 (εb; q,R, τ)

∂εb (·)
∂τ

= −F
b
τ (εb; q,R, τ)

F b1 (εb; q,R, τ)

for υ = q,R. Now, define Γ(ε1; q,R) = ε1εd (·) qf(ωb(ε1εd (·) ; q,R))ξϕ2(εd (·)). Using condition

(21), we get

F b1 (ε1; q,R, τ) = (1− τ)

 − ∂εd(·)
∂ε1

∣∣∣
(ε1;q,R)

Γ(ε1; q,R) +
∫
εd(ε1;q,R)

F d1 (ε1, ε2; q,R)Φ2(dε2)

+ϕ2(εd)
∂εd(·)
∂ε1

∣∣∣
(ε1;q,R)



F bυ(ε1; q,R, τ) = (1− τ)

 − ∂εd
∂q

∣∣∣
(ε1;q,R)

Γ(ε1; q,R) +
∫
εd(ε1;q,R)

F dq (ε1, ε2; q,R)Φ2(dε2)

+ϕ2(εd (·)) ∂εd(·)
∂q

∣∣∣
(ε1;q,R)


F bτ (ε1; q,R, τ) = −F

b(ε1; q,R, τ)

(1− τ)
.

for υ = q,R. Notice that ∂εd(·)
∂ε1

and ∂εd(·)
∂υ are given by (77)-(78). Moreover, ∂ω

b

∂ε1
, ∂ω

b

∂q and ∂ωb

∂R

are given by (79), (81) and (82).
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Consider now the threshold for the first stage, εc (q,R, τ) . It is implicitely defined by

condition (25), evaluated at the steady state. Using the implicit function theorem, we have

that
∂εc (·)
∂υ

= −
(
F bυ(εc; q,R, τ)− F cυ(εc; q,R)

F b1 (εc; q,R, τ)− F c1 (εc; q,R)

)
,

∂εc (·)
∂τ

= −
(

F bτ (εc; q,R, τ)

F b1 (εc; q,R, τ)− F c1 (εc; q,R)

)
.

for υ = q,R. Using condition (22), we get

F c1 (ε1; q,R) =
F c(ε1; q,R)

ε1

[
1 + ε1

f ′(ωc(ε1; q,R))

f(ωc(ε1; q,R))

∂ωc (·)
∂ε1

∣∣∣∣
(ε1;q,R)

]

F cq (ε1; q,R) =
F c(ε1; q,R)

q

[
1 + q

f ′(ωc(ε1; q,R))

f(ωc(ε1; q,R))

∂ωc (·)
∂q

∣∣∣∣
(ε1;q,R)

]

F cR(ε1; q,R) = F c(ε1; q,R)
f ′(ωc(ε1; q,R))

f(ωc(ε1; q,R))

∂ωc (·)
∂R

∣∣∣∣
(ε1;q,R)

.

Define ω̃c (ε1; q,R) ≡ g(ωc(ε1;q,R))
g′(ωc(ε1;q,R))

and Λc (εc; q,R) = 1− f ′(ωc(εc;q,R))
f(ωc(εc;q,R))

ω̃c (εc; q,R) . From condi-

tion (16), we get

∂ωc

∂ε1
= − ω̃

c (ε1; q,R)

ε1
∂ωc

∂q
= − ω̃

c (ε1; q,R)

q

∂ωc

∂R
=

ω̃c (ε1; q,R)

R
.

It follows that

F c1 (εc; q,R) =
F c(εc; q,R)

εc
[Λc (εc; q,R)]

F cq (εc; q,R) =
F c(εc; q,R)

q
Λc (εc; q,R)

F cR(εc; q,R) =
F c(εc; q,R)

R
[1− Λc (εc; q,R)]

from which we can compute ∂εc(·)
∂q , ∂εc(·)∂R and ∂εc(·)

∂τ .

F Data description

Real GDP. GDP deflated using GDP deflator (reference year 1995). Data are in millions of

EUR. Seasonally adjusted. Source: ECB Area Wide Model database,update 12.
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Investment. Gross investment, in millions of EUR. Source: ECB Area Wide Model database,

update 12.

Bank loans. Bank loans are derived as total loans (from ECB Statistical Data Warehouse)

netted by loans provided by euro area NFCs to euro area NFCs. The latter is estimated as

the difference between the series on the NFCs assets side (total loans provided by NFCs, from

ECB Statistical Data Warehouse, Quarterly Euro Area Accounts) and the series on loans by

euro area residents other than MFIs to the rest of the world (ECB Statistical Data Warehouse,

Euro Area Balance of Payments and International Investment Position Statistics).

Debt securities. Securities other than shares, excluding financial derivatives. Nominal value.

Euro area 17 (fixed composition), Outstanding amounts at the end of the period (stocks). Non-

financial corporations issuing sector. All currencies combined. Denominated in Euro. Source:

ECB Statistical Data Warehouse.

Corporate debt. Outstanding amount, in millions EUR. Debt includes loans, debt securities

issued and pension fund reserves. Source: ECB Statistical Data Warehouse.

Nominal cost of market debt. Measure based on a Merrill Lynch index of the average

yield of corporate bonds with a maturity of more than one year issued by euro area NFCs

with investment grade ratings, and a euro-currency high-yield index. National yields are

aggregated using GDP weights corresponding to the purchasing power parities in 2001. The

average duration of the corporate bonds is five years. Source: ECB calculations.

Nominal cost of bank loans. MFI lending rates for new business loans to NFCs with

maturities above 1 and up to 5 years, and amounts larger than 1 million EUR. Source: ECB

databank.

Risk free rate. Germany, Government Benchmarks, Public Debt Securities (BUBA), 4-5

Years, Yield, Average, EUR. Source: German Bundesbank.

Default rate. Default Rates for All Non-Financial Corporations. All financials refers to

financial institutions and insurance combined. Source: Standard & Poor’s Global Fixed Income

Research and Standard & Poor’s CreditPro.

Banks’total operating expenses. Expenses that arise during the ordinary course of running

a business. Operating expense consists of salaries paid to employees, research and development

costs, legal fees, accountant fees, bank charges, offi ce supplies, electricity bills, business licenses,

and more. Annual observations. Source: ECB, Consolidated Banking Data database.
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